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Abstract
Boundary Layer Studies above lake Erken using Modelling and UAV
Oliver Nordvall

Internal boundary layers (IBLs) above lakes, created primarily by the autumn differential of land and
lake surface temperatures, present a unique way of studying the lake-atmosphere coupling within the
boundary layer. The small and mobile unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) contribute to new research
areas within the boundary layer, offering high spatial resolution measurements to complement already
existing observations. In this study a UAV was used for profile measurements in order to investigate the
presence of an IBL on October 17th, 2019, at lake Erken in central Sweden, and evaluate the suitability of
using UAVs for these kinds of studies. The measurements were compared with WRF model simulations
during the same time period and with a highest spatial resolution of 333.33 m, but neither the measure-
ments nor the simulation found evidence of an IBL above Erken. To find the most suitable model setup,
several different setups were tested in a sensitivity analysis of another case that investigated if the sim-
ulation could capture a sea breeze circulation and the warm air advection at Erken in early May, 2018.
The model setup that best fit the measurements and observations were using the Kessler microphysics
scheme, Quasi-Normal Elimination Scale (QNSE) boundary layer scheme and Community Land Model
(CLM) 4.5 lake physics scheme, successfully capturing a sea breeze circulation on May 1st. The use of
the CLM 4.5 lake physics scheme proved very important for obtaining accurate lake water temperatures.
However, none of the model setups accurately captured the warm air advection and thus, further tests
are required in order to produce improved results.

Keywords: Internal Boundary Layer, UAV, Sea Breeze Circulation, Numerical Simulation, WRF, lake
Erken
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Studie av det interna gränsskiktet över Erken med modellering och drönare
Oliver Nordvall

Interna gränsskikt kan bildas över sjöar under hösten när temperaturskillnaden mellan land- och sjöytan
ökar, och den relativt varma vattenytan skapar en sorts kupol över sjön. Små och rörliga drönare kan
utrustas med meteorologiska sensorer och med lätthet köras inom det interna gränsskiktet, och därmed
producera tre-dimensionell mätdata med hög upplösning för att komplettera redan befintliga mastmät-
ningar. I denna studie användes en drönare för att studera om ett internt gränsskikt bildades den 17e
oktober 2019, genom att göra vertikala mätningar ovanför sjön Erken, norr om Norrtälje. Drönarmät-
ningarna jämfördes med observationer vid Erken samt simuleringar genomförda med WRF-modellen,
men ingen av de tre alternativen kunde visa på att ett internt gränsskikt hade bildats. För att bestämma
hur WRF-simuleringen skulle sättas upp undersöktes ett annat fall, där modellen bedömdes utefter hur
väl den kunde fånga varmluftsadvektionen som inträffade under maj 2018, samt om en sjöbris kunde
bildas i simuleringen. Det visade sig att de simuleringar som bäst kunde efterlikna den observerade
vattentemperaturen även producerade de mest verklighetstrogna väderförhållandena, dock registrerade
ingen simulering temperaturökningen i början av maj.
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1 Introduction

In the last few years, an ever increasing amount of attention has been placed on the study
of fresh water lakes and inland rivers, and their interaction with the atmosphere (Zwart et al.

2018). Interest in these interactions originates from the large quantities of carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions from natural water sources as part of the carbon cycle (Raymond et al. 2013).
A common approach of measuring surface fluxes from lakes is by traditional measurement sta-
tions, providing continuous observations, usually at several altitudes using masts and the Eddy
covariance method (e.g. Sahlée et al. 2014). The recent influx of the mobile and lightweight
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to commercial markets, and the consequential introduction as a
tool in the research community’s arsenal, has unlocked additional measurement opportunities.
UAVs can be mounted with various meteorological sensors, giving the possibility for tempo-
rary spatial measurements to complement the established continuous mast readings and allow
for more thorough studies of the lake-atmosphere coupling. Lakes offer an excellent subject
of study due to the seasonal variety of the water/ice surface properties, and can during rapid
temperature changes be used to test simulation sensitivity to small scale processes related to
lakes.

The versatility of the UAV has prompted Uppsala University to develop its own UAV plat-
form (e.g. Hallgren 2015), and is in this work used and evaluated in a boundary layer study
of a lake. One aim of this study was to use the UAV, together with in situ observations and
mesoscale numerical simulations, to examine the internal boundary layer (IBL) produced by a
lake. One of the main questions was if UAV measurements can be used to assess the accuracy
of a simulation. The simulations were performed with the Weather Forecast and Researching
(WRF) model, a globally used open source model that provides a large selection of boundary
layer, microphysics and surface layer schemes among others. The WRF model allows for a
sensitivity analysis of different scheme setups and the direct effect the schemes have on the
simulated results. Another point of interest was if the WRF model simulations could capture
the small mesoscale fluxes associated with a lake-atmosphere coupling, and what limitations
that are inherent to these kinds of simulations.

2 Background

In this section the concepts of atmospheric circulations and internal boundary layers associated
with lakes are briefly introduced in order to place the study in a larger context. The measure-
ment and simulation techniques used to evaluate the theory are also described broadly. Several
UAV measurements were performed in October 2019 in order to measure vertical profiles of
CO2, temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) above lake Erken east of Uppsala, Sweden.
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2.1 Internal Boundary Layer and Sea Breeze

The IBL and sea breeze circulation are both atmospheric phenomena that can develop when
differentials in heating occurs. Seasonal temperature differences between large water surfaces
and the surrounding land are present due to the disparity in the thermal conductivity of the
surfaces. The higher thermal conductivity of water causes the water to warm up slower during
the spring and cool slower during the autumn compared to the land surface. The differential in
the seasonal heating results in horizontal advection due to the formation of localised relative
low and high pressures, and produces common atmospheric circulations such as the sea and
lake breezes during spring (Arrit 1987).

During autumn when the lake water is sufficiently warm in relation to the surrounding land,
a convective IBL can form above the lake when a horizontal advection is present over the
thermal surface discontinuity. The surface air flows upwards along the boundary of the internal
boundary layer, causing the characteristic temperature inversion that signifies the IBL height
and effectively disconnects the free atmosphere from influencing the IBL by mixing (Garratt
1990; Levy et al. 1999).

If an IBL is present above a lake, a mixed layer budget method can be applied together
with UAV measurements to estimate the regional flux of CO2. The budget method uses a mass
balance for the CO2 that requires input variables of the height of the IBL, air density and CO2

at the surface and above the IBL, and the vertical velocity above the IBL, all as a function of
time. These variables are highly suitable for the repeatability of the UAV measurements, and
hence the mixed layer budget method is a valid option when studying natural CO2 fluxes inside
the IBL of a lake (e.g. Gryning et al. 2009).

2.2 Carbon Cycle - Lakes

Carbon emissions originating from lakes are a result from the organic carbon production, which
primarily depend on the lake size, insolation, latitude and nutrient availability. Shallow lakes
such as Erken allows for light to penetrate to the lake bottom and increase the productivity of
the organic matter. The lake sediments at the bottom of a shallower lake also have a higher
chance at being up mixed into the warmer, during summer and autumn, upper mixed layer of
the lake, increasing the organic productivity (Tranvik et al. 2009).

While organic lake sediments are lake sinks, the increased respiration, i.e. the conversion
back from organic to inorganic carbon, makes many of the worlds shallow lakes net sources
of CO2. This is due to a supersaturation of carbon, meaning that the partial pressure of CO2

(pCO2) in the atmosphere is smaller than that of the lake, causing a positive exchange of carbon
from the lake to the atmosphere (Pace & Prairie 2004; Hu et al. 2011). Intuitively, when the air
to water pCO2 is close to zero, the transfer velocity of CO2 is also close to zero (Podgrajsek et
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al. 2015).

Figure 1. The monthly averages of the daily CO2 flux
from lake Valkea-Kotinen. Vertical lines display the stan-
dard deviation (Huotari et al. 2011).

Utilizing the Eddy Covariance method,
Eugster et al. (2003) suggested that if con-
vective conditions are present, the water to
air exchange of CO2 are greatly increased as
opposed to stable conditions, which is also
shown in e.g. Podgrajsek et al. (2015). Con-
vective conditions are generally enhanced by
a warm lake surface, and as observed in the
study by Huotari et al. (2011), the southern
Finnish lake had a significant net loss of car-
bon during the autumn months and during ice
melt in spring, as illustrated in Figure 1.

2.3 UAV

The appearance of the modern UAV has been presented as an alternative to the conventional
stationary measurement stations that are widely used throughout the world. While many of
these stations deliver reliable around the clock observations, the ability to conduct experiments
at any desired position, where legally and economically possible, can be an incredibly valuable
option when studying the boundary layer. The UAV can hence act as a low altitude, reusable,
radio sounding instrument for 3-dimensional measurements to complement the mast observa-
tions (Roldan et al. 2015). A major advantage with the lightweight UAVs is that, at a relatively
low cost and time investment, thorough and specific observations can be done through manually
controlled or automatic flight paths (e.g. Villa et al. 2016).

The option to apply practically any sensor to the UAVs for measurement purposes make
them very powerful observational tools, but the lightweight UAVs have a limitation in their
relatively small maximum payload. Another limitation of the UAVs, that the manned aerial
vehicles avoid to a larger extent, is the controlled airspace and visibility requirement. The
drone operating regulations are not defined the same globally, but in Sweden the UAV has to
be within visible sight of the operator and at a maximum height of 120 m above the surface
(Transportstyrelsen 2017).

2.4 Numerical Simulations with WRF

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is operated primarily out of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and is a research tool, as well as a numerical weather
prediction model, used for atmospheric simulations (Skamarock et al. 2008). Simulations are
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useful as a tool separate from ordinary observations, and used to study the outcome that math-
ematical models have when applied to the underlying atmospheric processes that governs the
weather. The WRF model can either be used to make modelled forecasts, as the name suggests,
or to downscale reanalysis data to simulate an already transpired scenario and increase the res-
olution. WRF uses the staggered Arakawa C-grid introduced by Arakawa & Lamb (1977),
which is characterised by defining the u and v components at the east/west and north/south grid
cell sides respectively, while other variables are at the center. The vertical resolution can be
manually arranged with the surface following eta levels as shown in equation 1

η =
p− ptop

psurface − ptop
(1)

where p is pressure, ptop is the highest pressure surface and psurface is the surface pressure. An
eta value of 0 is at the pressure top of the simulation, and an eta value of 1 is at the surface.
Eta levels are a popular way of increasing the vertical resolution at points of interest without
having to add additional layers, saving computer resources.

A common method for increasing the spatial resolution is downscaling by nesting, where
domain 1 (d1) is the largest domain that receives the initial input variables from any chosen
dataset, and the nested domain (d2) lies within d1 with a finer spatial resolution. A nested do-
main can contain one or more nested domains, and each nested domain obtains lateral boundary
conditions from the larger domain it is nested within. There are two types of nesting techniques;
one-way and two-way nesting (e.g. Lozej & Bornstein 1999). When using one-way nesting,
the domains are run one by one starting with the largest and ending with the smallest, where
the larger domain’s output is used as lateral boundary conditions for the smaller, higher resolu-
tion domain. One-way nesting implies that there are no interaction from a nested domain to a
larger domain. Two-way nesting entails that the smaller domain feedbacks information to the
larger domain, i.e. upscaling, causing the finer resolution processes to influence domains with
a more crude resolution. The result of two-way nesting is that the larger domains receive high
resolution input to supposedly produce better results, but also increases the computational cost
of the simulation (e.g. Soriano et al. 2004).

2.4.1 Parameterizations

The WRF model includes options to use different physics schemes that are specialised for
different processes, such as parameterizations for cloud condensation and precipitation forma-
tion, and turbulence processes. Parameterizations are used in order to either simplify computer
heavy calculations, define processes that are too small scale for the model to capture, or de-
scribe processes that have been empirically estimated but are not completely understood. In
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this section some important physics schemes are introduced.
Cumulus physics schemes are used when the resolution is too crude and deep convective

updrafts and downdrafts related to convective clouds cannot be resolved by the model. Hence
the parameterization is recommended for domains with low spatial resolution, usually domains
with grid sizes larger than 4 km (Skamarock et al. 2019).

Surface layer physics schemes calculate the exchange coefficients and friction velocity,
which are used as input for the land surface models to calculate the moisture and heat fluxes,
and the planetary boundary layer schemes in order to use the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
closure techniques (Skamarock et al. 2019).

The Quasi-Normal Scale Elimination (QNSE) TKE closure scheme first described by Suko-
riansky et al. (2005) was used in this study due to its ability to derive small scale mixing
of stratified turbulence (Skamarock et al. 2019). The QNSE scheme was used as it was as-
sumed to be beneficial when studying the stable boundary air close to a cold water surface
relative to warmer surrounding land and air temperatures. The other TKE closure scheme used
was Mellor-Yamada Nakanishi Niino (MYNN) level 2.5, initiated by Mellor & Yamada (1974)
as the MY scheme, and improved as MYNN by Nakanishi & Niino (2006). MYNN 2.5 is a
second-order turbulence closure model that only includes one prognostic equation for the TKE,
reducing the operational power required to run the simulation compared to the third-order tur-
bulence closure model MYNN level 3.0. It is a widely used PBL scheme and performs well
over a broad range of atmospheric stability (Nakanishi & Niino 2009), and can hence be ap-
propriate when analysing conditions of rapid warming.

Selected microphysics schemes were the New Thompson et al. scheme by Thompson et

al. (2008) that were chosen due to the New Thompson scheme’s suitability for high resolution
simulations, and the more simple, warm rain Kessler scheme that includes no ice processes
in the clouds (Kessler 1969). In order to obtain realistic lake surface temperatures, the lake
physics scheme Community Land Model Version 4.5 (CLM 4.5) Lake Model by Subin et al.

(2012), was implemented. The scheme includes a modifiable lake depth, 10 underwater layers,
10 lake-bottom soil layers and a coupled lake-atmosphere for convective mixing affecting lake
temperatures (Oleson et al. 2013). The WRF setup of the combination of physics schemes for
the time period are presented in Table 4 in section 3.3.
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3 Methodology

3.1 UAV Setup and Field Measurements

The UAV used for the observations was a DJI Matrice 100, which is a quadcopter developed
by DJI and operated manually through a remote controller. The controller was connected to
a smartphone for real time diagnostics such as the UAV coordinates, vertical and horizontal
movement speed and distance to the remote controller, and battery status. The specifications of
the UAV are described in Table 1.

Table 1. Specifications for the UAV (DJI 2016). The payload consists of the sensors described in Table 2 and
related affixes.

Property Specification

UAV model Matrice 100

Weight (no payload) 2431 g

Approximate Payload 359 g

Approximate Weight (payload) 2790 g

Max Weight for take off 3600 g

Max Speed Ascent 5 m/s

Max Speed Descent 4 m/s

Max Speed Horizontal (no payload) 17 m/s

Max Wind Speed Resistance 10 m/s

Approximate battery time (no payload) 28 min

Approximate battery time (payload) 18-20 min

The attachment location of the sensors on the UAV were attempted to be done in such a way
that the four rotor blades would have a minimal impact on the results, but as summarised by
Roldan et al. (2015), the placement have an almost negligible effect. The sensors presented in
Table 2 were hence first and foremost attached in regards to practicality.
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Table 2. Components attached to the UAV (DJI 2016). The SKH1 Datasheet includes two separate components;
a SKH1 circuit board and a GPS (SKH1 Datasheet 2018). The time constant for the SKS1 and HPP SenseAir
sensors were taken from their respective specifications (SKS1 Datasheet 2018; SenseAir n.d.).

Component Variable Range Accuracy Time Constant

HPP SenseAir Carbon Dioxide (ppm) 0–1000 ppm ± 5 % 100 s

Internal Temperature (◦C) - 40–85 ◦C - -

SKS1 Ambient Temperature (◦C) - 40–80 ◦C ± 0.2 ◦C 2 s

Ambient Relative Humidity (%) 0–100 % ± 1.8 % 2 s

SKH1 Time (s) - - -

Pressure (Pa) - 12 Pa -

GPS Barometric Altitude (m) - - -

Latitude (◦) - - -

Longitude (◦) - - -

Roll - - -

Pitch - - -

Heading - - -

The HPP SenseAir (SenseAir n.d.) component measured CO2 using non-dispersive infrared
technology, and was attached on top of the UAV’s core and sealed within a Styrofoam box and
then attached with a tube to a pump on the outside of the box. The pump then brings in ambient
air through the tubes for the sensor to measure. The Styrofoam box was used to keep the
internal temperature as high as possible due to the sensor requiring a high internal temperature
to operate accurately. In order to obtain accurate results the sensor required an approximately
15 minute warm up period before initiating the measurements.

The SKS1 sensor, measuring temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH), was attached to a
"limb" extending from the core of the UAV, to which the rotor blade and feet connects, hanging
downwards out of way of the rotor blades. Lastly the SKH1 logger and the GPS unit were both
situated on the core body of the UAV, adjacent to the larger Styrofoam box encasing the HPP
SenseAir sensor. The lithium-ion polymer battery positioned underneath the core plate of the
UAV directly powers the logger, which then distributes electricity to all connected components.
A picture of the UAV with components marked is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. A picture of the UAV. A: Antenna for the GPS, B: Styrofoam box encasing the HPP SenseAir sensor,
C: Rotorblades, D: Antenna for the remote controller, E: Pump for the HPP SenseAir sensor, F: GPS (hidden
underneath the SKH1 circuit board), G: SKH1 circuit board, H: SKS1 sensor.

The UAV experiments consisted of vertical profile measurements in the vicinity of an area that
offered reference data. One such place was Uppsala University’s measurement station near
Marsta (59◦55’N, 17◦35’E), approximately 9 km north of the city centre of Uppsala, Swe-
den. The observatory consists of a house and a 30 m tall mast equipped with meteorological
sensors at six different heights (0.8, 1.7, 4, 10, 17, 29 m), for which the measurements of
temperature and relative humidity were used in this study. The air temperature sensors were
radiation-shielded and ventilated copper-constantan thermocouples and the relative humidity
was measured with a psychrometer. Several other sensors, e.g. measuring wind, radiation,
heat fluxes and soil temperatures, were also equipped to the mast, but not used in this study
(Halldin et al. 1999). The Marsta location was used for several test runs on the October 4th,
2019, in which the validity of different methods of flight were evaluated and the measurements
compared with the in situ observations. These comparisons are illustrated in Figure 7 and 8 in
section 4.1. The two methods of flight used to study the vertical profiles are here referred to
as "level flight" and "continuous flight". When applying the level flight method in Marsta, the
UAV was kept at a fixed altitude for the predetermined time (stop time), starting at 5 m and
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ascending 10 m at a time up to 85 m, then descending in the same pattern. The stop time was
initially set to 30 seconds, but due to limited battery capacity it had to be lowered to 20 seconds,
but still well within the response time of the sensors mentioned in section 3.2. In this manner,
an average value was obtained at every 10 m by neglecting the first period equal to the response
time, giving a vertical profile. In the continuous flight method, the UAV was steadily ascended
to, and descended from, 85 m in Marsta, with a vertical movement speed of approximately 0.2
m/s during ascent and 0.3 m/s during descent. The data obtained with this method had to be
configured with a time offset related to the sensors’ time constant.

The other location of measurement was at lake Erken (59◦50’N, 18◦37’E) where a majority
of the focus of the IBL study took place. The area is relatively remote, approximately 55 km
east of Uppsala and 9 km north of Norrtälje, for map see Figure 3. The UAV measurements
were conducted on the southeast end of the lake, in the near proximity of the Uppsala University
owned Erken laboratory and its measurement station situated on a small island 300 m north of
the shore. The observation mast consists of sensors at two levels, at approximately 2 m and
6 m above the ground surface, with an additional 0.5 m to the water surface. Equipped with
a multitude of instruments, the measurement station provides observations for T, RH, wind,
water temperatures, atmospheric fluxes, among others. The UAV measurements, using both
the level and the continuous vertical profile methods, above lake Erken were conducted on the
October 17th, 2019 in an attempt to capture an IBL described in section 2.1. Due to technical
difficulties concerning the UAV, the experiment was limited to this single occasion.

Figure 3. Map of Erken and surroundings. Red X marks the approximate spot for UAV measurements and
reference observations. Erken is roughly 10 km wide west-east and 3 km south-north. c©Lantmäteriet copyright
[2019].
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3.2 UAV Calibrations

Calibrations for the SKS1 and SenseAir HPP sensors were done in order to find the bias of
the SKS1 sensor and test its time constant, and the time constant of the SenseAir HPP sensor.
These variables are later applied to the UAV measurement results.

3.2.1 Calibration of T and RH

The calibration of the SKS1 sensor, measuring temperature and relative humidity, was con-
ducted through four measurements at varying temperatures and relative humidities. The first
two calibrations were carried out at the Uppsala University Celsius measurement station in Up-
psala, during the morning (10:20–11:20 Local Standard Time) and afternoon (13:20–14:20) of
the October 10th, 2019. The UAV with equipped sensors were placed at a height of approx-
imately 1–1.5 m in order to as well as possible match the temperature and relative humidity
readings of the Celsius station. The Celsius station records observations in 10 minute means
and hence the SKS1 measurements were averaged to fit the reference values. The SKS1 sen-
sor during the 10:40–10:50 average were subject to external influence, and hence had to be
conformed by taking the average of the adjacent 10 minute averages.

The other two calibrations of the SKS1 sensor were performed on November 29th, 2019, in
room temperature and on the floor of a cooling room. The time duration of the room temper-
ature calibration was approximately 10 minutes, as the UAV is stored in room temperature the
sensor had already stabilised, whereas the sensor was isolated in the cooling room for roughly
1 hour. The reference sensor was placed in close proximity to the SKS1 during the calibration
to achieve reliable results. The reference sensor measured one second values of the temperature
and relative humidity. The temperature is divided into two components, one faster component
that has roughly the same time constant as the relative humidity, and a slower response time
component that is not included in the calibrations.

In room temperature and at low wind speeds, the time constant of the SKS1 is approximately
2 seconds (SKS1 Datasheet 2018), but when placed in the approximately -19 ◦C cold cooling
room the time constant for the temperature was 34 seconds. One reason for this could be the
instrument’s precondition of a 2 m/s wind speed required for a time constant of 2 seconds
(SKS1 Datasheet 2018), whereas in the cooling room the air was standing still. The time
constant for the RH part was even slower, at approximately 40 s in the cooling room. Once
the SKS1 had stabilised in the cooling room, the temperature and relative humidity readings
started spiking towards the value zero, and were thus removed and corrected by interpolation
of adjacent data points. The time constant of the SKS1 sensor was estimated using the cooling
room calibration and are illustrated in Figure 4 with the mentioned corrections applied. The
time constant acquired in the cooling room were approximately 34 s for the temperature part
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Figure 4. Cooling room calibration of T (a) and RH (b) of the SKS1 sensor in order to estimate the time constant
(τ ). τ in (a) was approximately 34 seconds and 40 seconds in (b). Both subfigures have been outlier corrected.

and 40 s for the relative humidity part, and were hence inconsistent with the 2 s value at higher
temperatures.

From the four calibrations of the SKS1 and the reference sensors, an average value of the sta-
bilised temperature and relative humidity for each calibration is shown in Figure 5. MATLAB’s
polyfit function was used to calculate the correlation and bias, and the final offset between the
nominal true values and the values measured by the SKS1 was estimated. A 1:1 reference line
was added to both subfigures for easier visualisation. The temperature part of the SKS1 sensor
had a bias of 0.56 ◦C, with a higher estimate in higher temperature and lower estimate in lower
temperatures. The relative humidity measurements had a bias of 2.94 %, with a higher estimate
at lower RH and a lower estimate at higher RH.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Comparison of the average values of the four separate calibrations (blue line) for the SKS1 sensor
(y-axis) and the reference sensors (x-axis). A 1:1 reference line (red line) and a trend line (black line) was added
for clarity. (a) shows T comparison and (b) shows RH comparison.

3.2.2 Calibration of CO2

The HPP SenseAir CO2 sensor was calibrated with two reference gases, one with nitrogen gas,
i.e. 0 ppm CO2, and the other was a gas with a CO2 concentration of 401 ppm. The main
purpose of the CO2 calibration was to investigate the HPP SenseAir sensor’s time constant
rather than the offset, since the focus of the CO2 measurements was to investigate the vertical
variations of the CO2, rather than the actual values. Figure 6 illustrates a enlargement of each
instance when the 0 ppm ((a), (b), (c) and (d)) and 401 ppm ((e) and (f)) gas tubes were detached
from the HPP SenseAir sensor. For all 6 time constant tests, the time constant was calculated
to be approximately 3–4 seconds for the HPP SenseAir sensor, with some uncertainties given
that the sensor only records values every 1 second.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6. Six separate gas tube experiments with nitrogen gas (0 ppm CO2) and a 401 ppm CO2 gas. (a), (b), (c)
and (d) illustrates the 0 ppm experiments, and (e) and (f) illustrates the 401 ppm experiments. The gas tube was
withdrawn from influencing the sensor at approximately 20 seconds, resulting in a time constant of around 3–4
seconds.

The values in Figure 6 are summarised in Table 3. Note that the calibration with the 401 ppm
gas tube returns a value of 318.63 ppm in the HPP SenseAir sensor, indicating an offset of
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approximately 82 ppm. The sensor cannot return negative values, which may skew the results
of the 0 ppm calibration given the negative bias. The time constant differs slightly between
calibrations due to the low temporal resolution.

Table 3. Calibration results of the HPP SenseAir sensor from Figure 6 with gas tube connected, disconnected and
the time constant. The results of the 0 ppm and 401 ppm calibrations have each been averaged.

0 ppm Gas 401 ppm Gas

Attached Gas 5.93 ppm 318.63 ppm

Detached Gas 639.26 ppm 589.11 ppm

Time Constant 3.25 s 3.5 s

3.3 WRF Setup

The simulations were run on the WRF model version 4.0.3, and the aim of using the WRF
model was to simulate the weather conditions present at Erken during the UAV measurements
in October 2019. The simulation results, UAV measurements and in situ observations were
compared in order to study the IBL of lake Erken. To obtain as accurate results as possible,
several WRF model setups were evaluated in a sensitivity analysis by simulating a possible sea
breeze circulation at lake Erken in May 2018. The WRF setup that yielded the best results were
then used for the IBL study of October 2019.

3.3.1 May 2018 Sea Breeze Model Setup

The chosen time period for the simulation of the spring sea breeze was selected to be between
the 1st and the 9th of May, because of the rapid temperature advection that swept over conti-
nental and northern Europe at the time. The swiftly rising temperatures resulted in a greater
temperature gradient between the land and lake surface of Erken, an ideal scenario for the sea
breeze circulation to form.

One main domain with three consecutively nested domains have been used to simulate the
atmospheric conditions at Erken. The largest domain, d1, covers most of the Scandinavian
Peninsula as well as the northern parts of central and eastern Europe. The spatial resolution of
d1 were set to 9 km and consists of 190x190x55 grid boxes. The vertical levels were composed
of 55 eta levels, ranging from surface pressure up to 50 hPa, with a majority of the levels being
concentrated at the lower altitudes to cover as much of the boundary layer as possible. The
same eta levels were used for all domains. The first nested domain, d2, had a spatial resolution
of 3 km with 90x90x55 grid boxes and covers Mälardalen and the Stockholm archipelago, as
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well as parts of the western Baltic Sea. The second nested domain, d3, had a spatial resolution
of 1 km and 84x84x55 grid boxes, and further focuses in on lake Erken, including a small piece
of the western Baltic Sea. The third and smallest nested domain, d4, is centered at Erken with a
spatial resolution of 333.33 m with an elongated grid net of 90x60x55 to capture the full extent
of the lake.

All WRF simulations were run on the Noah Land Surface Model developed jointly by NCAR
and NCEP, and includes four-layer soil temperature and moisture processes (e.g. Chen & Dud-
hia 2001). Topography data was obtained from Metria (Metria 2019) and the land cover data
from Corine (Copernicus 2018), increasing the spatial resolution in comparison to the com-
monly used USGS (e.g. Pielke et al. 1997) and MODIS (e.g. Frield et al. 2002) respectively.
The initial conditions were integrated from ECMWF’s Re-Analysis 5 (ERA5) reanalysis data
(e.g. Hersbach et al. 2018), the most recent of ECMWF’s reanalysis datasets, with a spatial
resolution of 30 km, temporal resolution of 1 hour and an increased focus on the troposphere
in relation to the extensively used ERA-Interim (Wang et al. 2019). The WRF model was run
with one-way nesting in favour of two-way nesting due to time constraints. A model spin-up
of 12 hours was deemed sufficient, hence the first 12 hours of output data was dismissed in all
figures.

Several WRF model setups were tested in order to investigate if the warm air advection,
and consequently the growing temperature gradient between land and lake, were caught by the
model. The used physics schemes are presented in Table 4, where each setup was changed
once in relation to the previous one for Run 2–5. The objective was to identify what settings
would generate results that produced the best fit to the observational data, with a primary focus
on catching the warm air advection and the lake sea breeze from Erken. The setup for Run 8
was assumed to be the best setup for the weather conditions present, with a cumulus param-
eterization on the two largest domains, lake physics scheme activated, MYNN 2.5 boundary
and surface layer schemes, and New Thompson microphysics scheme. The simulation encom-
passed a shorter time period, May 4th to 6th, than the previous simulations in order to identify
if the setup was particularly good at catching the warm air advection that occurred on May 5th.
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Table 4. Table of WRF physics schemes setup for the 2018 Sea Breeze simulations. The Cumulus scheme can be
assigned to each domain as (d1,d2,d3,d4), with 0 = off, 1 = on.

Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 Run 8

MP scheme
Kessler x x x x
New Thompson x

PBL and SL scheme
MYNN 2.5 x x
QNSE x x x

Lake Physics scheme
CLM 4.5 Lake Model x x x

Cumulus scheme (1,1,1,1) (1,1,1,1) (1,1,1,1) (0,0,0,0) (1,1,0,0)

3.3.2 October 2019 Internal Boundary Layer Model Setup

The period of the IBL simulation was set to the day of the UAV measurements on October
17th, 2019, with a 12 hour spin-up time on the 16th. The objective was that the setup that
yielded the best simulation results in relation to the in situ observations for the 2018 sea breeze
case, should be used for the 2019 IBL simulations. The Run 4 setup produced the best results
and was therefore also applied for the IBL simulations. However, Run 8 was the setup that
theoretically was the most suitable, but yielded the poorest simulation results for the sea breeze
circulation case (see section 4.2). Since the weather conditions of May 2018 and October 2019
were radically different, Run 8 was also used for the IBL simulations.

Several boundary layer schemes calculate the boundary layer height through the critical
bulk Richardson number (e.g. Skamarock et al. 2008; Peña et al. 2013), but may be calculated
differently depending on boundary layer scheme. QNSE calculates the boundary layer height as
the height at which the turbulent momentum flux are at 5 % of its surface value (Sukoriansky
et al. 2005), while MYNN 2.5 calculates the boundary layer height using the critical flux
Richardson number (Mellor & Yamada 1974).
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4 Results

The warm air advection during early May of 2018 was simulated using the WRF model with
the setups described in Table 4, and analysed in relation to the in situ observations. The period
of May 1st to May 9th was mostly cloud free above lake Erken, with some exceptions of locally
produced convective clouds. The weather situation during the day of the 17th of October 2019
was cloud covered skies of low level clouds, confirming the very humid conditions that were
present. During the Marsta flight the weather was varying, with partial cloudiness and wind
speeds at around 2 m/s.

4.1 UAV Measurements

The Marsta UAV measurements are illustrated in Figure 7 and 8 in order to test the applicability
of the calibrations results. The UAV started at 5 m and ascended at an average speed of 0.2 m/s
up to 85 m and then descended down to 5 m again at an average speed of 0.3 m/s. The figures

Figure 7. Marsta profile measurement of T using the continuous method at 14:21-14:34 on October 4th, 2019.
Time of ascent was around 125 seconds and time of descent was around 83 seconds. The values are bias and
response time corrected, and compared with the Marsta mast profiles.
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show the continuous drone measurement results of T and RH respectively, along with the
nearby mast observations, where only the altitude within the masts vertical range was included,
i.e. the lowest 30 m. The drone measurement results are presented with the bias’ subtracted and
a delay equal to the response time of 6 seconds were applied in accordance with the calibration
results from section 3.2.1. According to the mast observations, a cooling occurred during the
approximately 13 minute long Marsta measurement, as is illustrated in Figure 7, and is captured
by the SKS1 sensor. The time between the ascent and descent at the 30 m data point is roughly
6 minutes, meanwhile the mast observations consist of two following 10 minute averages of
1 second measurement values. Due to the 10 minute averaging, the mast observations does
not register fast temperature variations as precisely as the 1 second measurements of the SKS1
sensor. It also implies that the 10 minute averages include time when the UAV was not in the air
as well as when the UAV was measuring at heights higher than 30 m. Notably the UAV profile
measurements registered a significant decrease in temperature at 15 to 20 m during ascent, but
there was no temperature decrease in mast observations, further highlighting the difference in
temporal resolution.

Figure 8. Marsta profile measurement of RH using the continuous method at 14:21-14:34 on October 4th, 2019.
Time of ascent was around 125 seconds and time of descent was around 83 seconds. The values are bias and
response time corrected, and compared with the Marsta surface observations.
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No RH profile observations were available from the Marsta mast, instead surface observations
at 1.7 m were used as reference. A great disparity of RH between the UAV measurements and
the mast surface observations is illustrated in Figure 8, where the SKS1 sensor registered values
roughly 20 percentage points lower than the observed values. The cause of this is not clear and
was not detected during the calibrations of the SKS1 sensor.

For the Erken UAV measurements, the continuous and level methods were both applied,
but no reference vertical profile from mast observations were available. Figures 9, 10 and
11 are each comparisons of the level and continuous methods previously described, with a
delay of approximately 20 minutes between the start of the level measurement to the start of
the continuous measurement. All data points have been adjusted according to the calibration
results in regards to response time for the SKS1 sensor and the HPP SenseAir sensor, and bias
for the SKS1 sensor. In Figure 9, the take off (9a) and landing (9b) temperatures from the
nearby Erken observation station are shown for both flights. The average temperature of the
observation was approximately 7.44 ◦C and 7.45 ◦C during the level and continuous flights

Figure 9. Comparison of the level (blue lines) and continuous (red lines) flight methods during ascent (a) and
descent (b). There was a time delay of approximately 20 minutes between the flights. Temperatures from the
Erken observation station was added at take off (a) and landing (b), for the level (blue X) and continuous (red X)
flights.
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respectively, indicating a very small temperature difference between the two flights. No in-
dications suggest that an IBL was present during the UAV measurements, due to the lack of
inversion in the temperature profile, but there is a possibility that the IBL height was higher
than 120 m.

The relative humidity measurements differed significantly between the two methods, whereas
the observational results indicated only a minor relative humidity difference in time at surface
level. Considering RH is dependent on both humidity and temperature, a higher variance of the
results in relation to the temperature is expected. The RH curves in Figure 10a follow similar
trends as the temperature curves in Figure 9a, where the continuous ascent has a steeper decline
in temperature with height, and will hence cause the continuous RH measurement to increase
faster with height than the level flight.

Figure 10. Comparison of the level (blue lines) and continuous (red lines) flight methods during ascent (a) and
descent (b). There was a time delay of approximately 20 minutes between the flights. RH values from the Erken
observation station was added at take off (a) and landing (b), for the level (blue X) and continuous (red X) flights.

No observational reference data existed for the CO2 at Erken, hence only the two measurement
methods are be compared in Figure 11. The level method registered higher ppm values than the
continuous method, possibly due to the time difference between the two flights. Noteworthy
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was the high variance in CO2 of the level flight method compared to the continuous flight
method, specifically for the descent of the UAV illustrated in Figure 11(b).

Figure 11. Comparison of the level (blue lines) and continuous (red lines) flight methods during ascent (a) and
descent (b). There was a time delay of approximately 20 minutes between the flights.

4.2 WRF Simulations

The analysis of the WRF model simulations have been divided into three parts, the first part is
a sensitivity test in which the WRF model setups are evaluated and compared to observational
data of the warm air advection in early May 2018. In the second part, the WRF setup that
matched the observations the best was used to investigate if it was possible that a sea breeze
circulation could have formed over lake Erken during the same time period. The third part is a
study of the IBL, where the simulation results are compared with the UAV measurements and
in situ observations, using the WRF setup described in section 3.3.2.

4.2.1 Sensitivity Test

The sensitivity analysis was performed on four variables that are vital for the formation of a sea
breeze circulation, the wind direction, wind speed, surface air temperature and the lake surface
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Time series of the air surface temperature (a) and water surface temperature (b) at lake Erken for the
different WRF model setups and the in situ observation. Run 2 and 3 show completely overlapping curves in (b).
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temperature. Taylor diagrams and time series are presented in order to illustrate how well the
simulations correlate with the observations. The Run 8 WRF model setup was not included in
the sensitivity test due to very poor and erroneous simulation output, where the source of the
failure is unknown. In all figures a spin-up period of 12 hours has been removed. Figure 12(a)
and 12(b) shows the time series results for the air surface temperatures and lake surface tem-
peratures respectively. The grid point selected for the comparison were the closest one possible
to the Erken measurement station. All simulations show a slightly lower air temperature than
observed before the warm air advection occurs, but does not at all catch the temperature rise on
the afternoon of May 5th. The lack of a proper temperature increase in the simulations result
in a very weak lake surface temperature increase, being offset by roughly 4 ◦C after the warm
air advection. In 12(b) the lake surface temperatures in Run 2 and 3 are identical due to neither
of the simulations ran with the lake physics scheme, meaning that the model regards lakes as
seas, resulting in a highly invariable lake surface temperature. A comparable similarity is seen
in the difference between Run 4 and 5, where Run 4 uses cumulus parameterization and Run
5 does not, resulting in a minor lake surface temperature disparity. Most likely the cumulus
parameterization affected the large scale weather circulations in the largest domains, which in
turn affected the temperature at Erken. This assumption is made due to the general absence of
clouds at Erken in all simulations, and observations, during the period, which indicates that the
cumulus parameterization had no direct influence over the weather situation at lake Erken.

The inability of the WRF simulations to capture the temperature properly is illustrated in
Figure 13, showing a Taylor diagram of the observed 2 m temperatures and simulated 2 m
temperatures. Alphabetic letters in the figure represent each simulation setup, with Run 2 = A,
Run 3 = B, Run 4 = C and Run 5 = D. The Taylor diagram shows how well the observed values
were represented by the simulated values in the form of standard deviation (σ), root-mean-
square error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient (ρ). Ideally the simulation markers should be
situated as close as possible to the observation, which would mean having the same σ, RMSE
and ρ. The notably poor ρ of between 0.5 and 0.6 for the 2 m temperature, as well as a high
RMSE, further corroborates the fact that none of the simulations accurately caught the warm
air advection. The standard deviation of the observation and simulations were approximately
the same, with all simulations σ being within 0.3 ◦C of the observation σ, mainly due to the
daily variation in temperature.
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Figure 13. Taylor diagram of the surface air temperature series in subfigure 12(a), showing RMSE (dashed green
lines), ρ (dash-dotted blue lines) and σ (black dotted lines). A: Run 2, B: Run 3, C: Run 4 and D: Run 5.

The lake surface temperatures are not as susceptible to the daily variation in temperature due
to the thermal conductivity of water being significantly higher than that of air. Thus, the simu-
lation results for the lake surface temperatures deviates considerably from the observations in
terms of σ, as well as for RMSE and ρ. Run 4 and 5 generated a better result in general than
Run 2 and 3 for the lake surface temperature, having a ρ value of approximately 0.75 and 0.7
respectively. Simulations of Run 2 and 3 results in the same lake surface temperatures due to
the absence of the surface physics scheme.
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Figure 14. Taylor diagram of the lake surface temperature series in subfigure 12(b), showing RMSE (dashed
green lines), ρ (dash-dotted blue lines) and σ (black dotted lines). A: Run 2, B: Run 3, C: Run 4 and D: Run 5.

The inaccuracies in the simulated temperatures following the warm air advection were not as
evident when analysing the wind. Absolute wind speed and wind direction series, illustrated in
Figure 15(a) and 15(b), were simulated at 10 m height at the same grid point as the temperature
series in Figure 12. Neither the absolute wind speed nor wind direction were included in the
output data of the simulations and were thus calculated from the 10 m u and v components. The
simulation results of Run 3 were correlated the worst with observations in terms of wind speed
as shown in Figure 16, with a ρ value of approximately 0.15 and an RMSE value of around 2.5
m/s. Run 2, 4 and 5 had a ρ value of approximately 0.35, 0.4 and 0.38, and an RMSE value of
around 1.9, 2.1 and 2.1 m/s respectively. The average wind speed time series displays a clear
sinusoidal daily variation, with a wind speed decrease during night and increase during the day,
for the observation and all simulation series. This results in a well estimated standard deviation,
with all simulations being within 0.4 m/s σ of the observations.

The wind direction of the observation and simulations follow the same general pattern, de-
spite difficulties presented by a possible sea breeze. Greater differences were seen during the
first day of the series, and as further mentioned in section 4.2.2, was the only period where a
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(b)

Figure 15. Time series of the wind speed (a) and wind direction (b) at lake Erken for the different WRF model
setups and the in situ observation.
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Figure 16. Taylor diagram of the wind speed series in subfigure 15(a), showing RMSE (dashed green lines), ρ
(dash-dotted blue lines) and σ (black dotted lines). A: Run 2, B: Run 3, C: Run 4 and D: Run 5.

sea breeze circulation had formed in the simulations. The locality of the sea breeze circulation,
together with a spatial resolution of 333 m, may cause deviations in the wind direction depend-
ing on the grid point chosen to represent the wind above the lake. The Taylor diagram for the
wind direction, shown in Figure 17, illustrates a well estimated σ for all simulations, and a ρ
between 0.39 and 0.57. The best performing WRF setup was Run 4, with a ρ value of around
0.57 and an RMSE value of approximately 67 ◦.

The conclusion of the sensitivity test was that the Run 4 simulation, consisting of Kessler,
QNSE and lake physics schemes together with a cumulus cloud parameterization for all do-
mains, fit the observations the best during the warm air advection. It was thus used for the
analysis of a possible sea breeze circulation during the same time period of May 1st to 9th.
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Figure 17. Taylor diagram of the wind direction series in subfigure 15(b), showing RMSE (dashed green lines), ρ
(dash-dotted blue lines) and σ (black dotted lines). A: Run 2, B: Run 3, C: Run 4 and D: Run 5.

4.2.2 Sea Breeze Simulations

The sensitivity test concluded that Run 4 overall had the best correlation with the observations,
and was hence used to analyse the time period for a possible sea breeze circulation to form
in the simulations. An increasing temperature gradient between lake surface and land surface
due to the warm air advection was seen over the time period, and is illustrated in Figure 18
showing domain 3 with an interval of 2 days. The 2 m air temperature around lake Erken
increased by approximately 4–6 ◦C between May 3rd and May 7th, whereas the lake water
temperature increased by approximately 2 ◦C in the simulation during the same time period.
Higher temperature gradients increase the possibility of a sea breeze formation at lake Erken,
but also increases the possibility of a larger scale sea breeze from the Baltic sea.

Two larger scale wind pattern were identified when analysing the time period, an easterly
wind pattern before the warm air advection and a westerly wind pattern following the warm air
advection, illustrated in Figure 19 in domain 3. During May 1st the west-east wind speeds are
weak over land, whereas during May 3rd a possible sea breeze from the Baltic sea, or a
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Figure 18. Simulated surface temperature evolution in d3, with a spacing of 2 days between subfigures, May 1st
12:00 (a), May 3rd 12:00 (b), May 5th 12:00 (c) and May 7th 12:00 (d). Red X marks the location of measurements
and observations.

westward moving front zone, may have been present. May 5th and 7th consisted of primarily
westerly winds, most likely related to the warm air advection. The strong winds present during
May 2nd to 9th contributed to a quelling of the local Erken sea breeze, but the weak west-east
wind speeds on May 1st allowed for a sea breeze circulation to form, despite being before the
observed warm air advection. A sea breeze circulation was located on the northeastern side of
lake Erken in the afternoon, illustrated in Figure 20(a) and (b) at 12:00 and 14:00 respectively.
The wind had a clear diverging pattern north of the Erken measurement station, resulting in
simulated northerly winds that correlate well with the observed wind during the time period
(see Figure 15(b)). Sea breeze circulations require descending air above the lake to persist for
any significant amount of time, hence the vertical wind was investigated in Figure 20(c) and (d).
The figures visualise the vertical wind cross section from west to east up to 900 m height at the
approximate latitude of the center of the sea breeze divergence. At 12:00 the vertical wind had
a downward motion of around 15-30 cm/s up to around 300 m above the sea breeze divergence,
indicating a steady source of mass inflow that produced a persistent wind divergence at the
surface. At 14:00 the vertical wind speeds had weakened close to the surface, which indicates
that the sea breeze divergence were abated by the lack of downward vertical wind.

The surface temperature, illustrated in Figure 20(e) and (f), of Erken was roughly 4 ◦C,
while the surrounding land surface was approximately 11 ◦C on May 1st, further suggesting a
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Figure 19. Simulated west-east wind speed evolution in d3, with a spacing of 2 days between subfigures, May 1st
12:00 (a), May 3rd 12:00 (b), May 5th 12:00 (c) and May 7th 12:00 (d). Red X marks the approximate location
of measurements and observations.

preferential temperature gradient for a sea breeze circulation. The dashed red line shows the
location of the cross section of subfigures 20(c) and (d), and highlights the locality of the sea
breeze circulation, which was isolated to the northeastern bulge of Erken.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 20. Analysis of a sea breeze circulation at lake Erken on May 1st at 12:00 (a, c, e) and 14:00 (b, d, f). All
subfigures illustrate a zoomed in view of lake Erken in d4. (a) and (b) show a quiver plot of the wind, (c) and (d)
show vertical wind cross section from west to east at the location of the wind divergence, and (e) and (f) show
the surface temperature. Red X marks the approximate location of the measurements and observations, and the
dashed red line marks the latitude of the cross section for the vertical wind (c and d).
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4.2.3 Internal Boundary Layer Simulation and Measurement Comparison

The WRF simulation setups used to simulate the IBL were Run 4 and Run 8 WRF, despite
the lacking results of Run 8 in the sea breeze circulation test, where Run 4 used Kessler and
QNSE, and Run 8 used New Thompson and MYNN 2.5. In Figure 21 a vertical summation
of the cloud water content is illustrated in order to investigate the cloudiness and offer a com-
parison of the weather conditions on the 17th of October, that were very humid and overcast
skies were present over lake Erken. The simulation results of Run 4 suggests that clouds were
located above Erken during the entire time period, which implies that the model captured the
overcast skies that were observed. Run 8 recorded no evident overcast skies, but some form of
cloudiness developed during the morning heating.

Figure 22(a) shows a comparison of the 2 m temperature for the two simulations and the
Erken measurement station temperature observation on the 17th of October. The observation
temperatures were steady at roughly 7 ◦C from 00:00–21:00, which could have either been due
to the observed overcast skies isolating the outgoing long wave radiation, and thus heating the
boundary layer during the night, or the lake surface increasing the air temperature above. Both
WRF simulations registered a lower temperature than observed, approximately 2 ◦C and 3 ◦C

Figure 21. Cloud water content comparison of Run 4 (red line) and Run 8 (blue line) in the grid point closest to
the UAV measurement above lake Erken. The cloud water was summed over all vertical layers at each time step.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 22. Comparison of 2 m temperature (a) and boundary layer height (b) for Run 4 (red lines) and Run 8 (blue
lines) above Erken (solid lines) and north of Erken (dashed lines). Black solid line in (a) represents the observed
temperature.
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Figure 23. Vertical temperature profiles at 14:00 for Run 4 (red
lines) and Run 8 (blue lines) above Erken (solid lines) and north
of Erken (10 ◦C/km; dashed lines). Dry (black circle-dashed
line) and moist (6 ◦C/km; black square-dashed line) adiabatic
lapse rate originates from the average of the closest to surface
simulated temperature of Run 4 and Run 8.

at 12:00 above lake Erken, for Run
4 and Run 8 respectively. Simula-
tion of the 2 m temperature above the
land surface north of Erken showed a
more consistent temperature for Run 4,
most likely indicating overcast skies,
whereas for Run 8 the typical daily
variation of insolation was seen in the
temperatures, indicating no persistent
cloud cover. The simulated boundary
layer height illustrated in Figure 22(b)
follows closely the surface temperature
variation over time, where the clouds
and a lake surface temperature of ap-
proximately 8.9 ◦C sustains the bound-
ary layer after sunset. The tempera-
ture inversion at around 830 m for both
simulations at 14:00 in Figure 23 indi-
cates a boundary layer top that matches
the boundary layer height simulation
in Figure 22(b), but displayed a larger

temperature inversion for Run 4 than for Run 8. The vertical temperature profiles illustrated
a negligible difference between the temperature above land and above Erken, and showed no
sign of another inversion at lower altitudes, which could have indicated the presence of an IBL.
The lapse rate of the Run 4 temperature profile approximately followed the dry adiabatic lapse
rate up to around 535 m, where the lapse rate decreased towards the moist adiabat up to the
inversion, indicating that clouds may have been present in the simulation within that interval.

As concluded in section 4.1, there was no evidence of an IBL being present above Erken
from the UAV measurements and as previously mentioned, no temperature inversions were
found within the simulated boundary layer height. A comparison of the vertical profiles of
temperature and relative humidity from measurements, simulations and observations are illus-
trated in Figure 24. Both simulations significantly underestimated the measured temperature,
with an offset of around 4–5 ◦C in Figure 24(a) and (b). The relative humidity comparison
in Figure 24(c) and (d) shows that the simulations substantially underestimated the humidity,
with an offset of approximately 40 %, despite underestimating the temperature. RH was cal-
culated from the simulated temperature and humidity using Magnus’ exact formula, increasing
the uncertainty additionally.
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Figure 24. Comparison of vertical T ((a) and (b)) and RH ((c) and (d)) profiles for the UAV measurements, WRF
simulations at 14:00, and surface relative humidity observations. (a), (c) shows ascending UAV measurements and
(b), (d) shows descending UAV measurements.
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5 Discussion

Unmanned aerial vehicles add another dimension to spatial studies in the boundary layer, with
a flexibility that manned aerial vehicles lack close to the surface. The surface measurement
stations on the other hand provide continuous close to surface observations, but lack the added
spatial dimension that the UAVs give. UAV measurements contribute to more options and
customisation of research topics, such as studies of lake-atmosphere coupling or other small
scale processes that require a mobile equipment of sensors.

The T and RH measurements of the SKS1 sensor that was applied to the Uppsala UAV
experienced some difficulties when calibrated in the approximately -19 ◦C cooling room, see
Figure 4, despite being well above the minimum temperature at -40 ◦C (SKS1 Datasheet 2018).
The readings from the sensor were spiking between the real measurement and zero, indicating
that there was a problem with the voltage supply from battery to the SKS1 sensor, and had to
be fixed by interpolation of nearby data points. In addition to the spiking, a time constant of
34 s for the temperature and 40 s for the relative humidity were registered when placed in the
cooling room, in contrast to the 2 s time constant in room temperature and 2 m/s wind. Possible
reasons for the slow response time could have been factors such as the air not being in motion
in the cooling room, decreasing the air exchange close to the sensor, or inflow of warmer air
upon entry to the cooling room. Regardless, the SKS1 sensor gave unsatisfactory results at
-19 ◦C and may therefore not be suitable for measurements for colder temperature under these
conditions. Another complication that arose with the SKS1 sensor was the RH calibration (see
Figure 5), which gave a higher RH than the reference sensors at values between 30–60 %,
and lower RH above 80 %, resulting in a smaller, partially evened out bias. Hence, the bias
correction for the lower and higher relative humidities will be underestimated and should have
been calculated separately for a more accurate representation.

Calibration of the HPP SenseAir sensor was another source of uncertainty, where the calcu-
lation of the time constant was based on the 1 second time values recorded by the SKH1 logger,
possibly generating an error of up to 1 second. Additionally, the calibration with 401 ppm gas
was measured at around 319 ppm, suggesting a significant negative offset in the CO2 reading
that was not captured in the 0 ppm calibration as the HPP SenseAir sensor could not return
negative values. Although the offset was large, the interest in the CO2 profile was to study the
change at the top of the internal boundary layer with the mixed layer budget method, for which
deviations from the true value was of little concern. Because of technical complications with
the UAV equipment, a second measurement could not be performed and as a result the CO2

measurements are mainly presented in order to investigate the feasibility of performing further
CO2 studies with the UAV in the future.

The UAV CO2 profile measurements shown in Figure 11 differ slightly between the two
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flight methods, which may be due to a time difference between the measurements. High vari-
ance of CO2 for the level flight method, particularly during the descent of the UAV, indicates
that e.g. vertical mixing may have influenced the HPP SenseAir sensor due to the rotation of
the rotor blades (Roldan et al. 2015). Hence, the continuous flight method, having less spiking
in the CO2 profile, can potentially be to be more suitable for these kinds of measurements when
the sensor is placed at the center of the UAV. However, the continuous movement of the UAV
adds an uncertainty due to the time constant, where the full extent of potential variations may
not be captured if the sensor does not stabilise.

The WRF simulations were performed using one-way nesting in favour of two-way nesting
for all setups, even though two-way nesting through upscaling would increase the resolution
of the synoptic scale atmospheric processes in the larger domains. Normally two-way nesting
is believed to produce better results, but is also claimed by some to negatively affect the lower
resolution domains (e.g. Soriano et al. 2004). Studies such as e.g. Lozej & Bornstein (1999)
investigated the performance of the different nesting techniques for a heavy rainfall case and
concluded that the end results were generally very similar, but with the advantage of lower
computational power requirement for one-way nesting.

For the early May warm air advection, the numerical simulations encountered difficulties
with fully capturing the rise in temperature at Erken. An analysis of the weather situation in
d1 concluded that the warm air over continental Europe did not reach the boundary layer in
central Sweden in the model, resulting in the low lake surface temperatures initially thought to
be produced by local clouds. Several different WRF scheme setups were tried, but none could
produce a satisfactory result of the warm air advection, and the theoretically most suitable WRF
setup, Run 8, yielded the worst results. A definitive reason for the poor simulation results could
not be identified during the limited time span of this study, and was not made easier with server
issues experienced by the WRF model.

A critical addition to the WRF model setup was the CLM 4.5 lake physics scheme, which
added a separate water temperature calculation for lakes, including 10 water layers, 10 soil
layers and an adjustable water depth. The lake physics scheme was of major importance to the
WRF lake simulations in order to obtain realistic changes of the water temperature, which is a
driving parameter behind the formation of both the sea breeze circulation and an IBL. Without
the lake physics scheme, the WRF-model would use the sea surface temperature for lakes as
default, causing highly invariable and unrealistic lake water temperatures, with an additional
offset of around 1-2 ◦C in May 2018 in comparison to when the lake physics scheme was used.

On October 17th, neither the UAV measurements nor the WRF simulations captured an
evident IBL above lake Erken, as no temperature inversion was found up to 120 m for the
measurements or up to the simulated boundary layer top at around 830 m for the simulations.
Both Run 4 and Run 8 produced unsatisfactory simulation results for the temperature, relative
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humidity and cloud cover. The cloud water content in Figure 21 suggests that Run 4 produced a
cloud cover more consistent with the observations than Run 8, despite using the Kessler micro-
physics scheme, which does not include ice in the precipitation and should thus theoretically
produce less precipitation. A possible explanation for this could be that the increased faster ac-
cretion process with the ice in Run 8 resulted the clouds dissolving faster through precipitation
before they reached Erken.

Future studies in this area could include testing additional WRF setups in order to pro-
duce a better simulation result when investigating the lake-atmosphere coupling, such as using
different boundary layer schemes. Another microphysics scheme that could be tested is the
double-moment Morrison scheme introduced by Morrison et al. (2005), which includes e.g.
mixing ratios, choice of sizes, concentrations of cloud droplets, cloud ice, snow, rain and grau-
pel (Morrison et al. 2009). The importance of accurate simulations of the lake-atmosphere
coupling are essential to accurately forecast local weather patterns, especially in Sweden that
has a great abundance of lakes. Additionally, further UAV studies are required in order to better
evaluate the usefulness of UAV measurements within an IBL, allowing a complete investigation
of the CO2 emissions from lake Erken using the mixed layer budget method. The hope is to
continue the development of the Uppsala UAV for future research.

6 Conclusions

The aim of this study was to investigate the lake-atmosphere coupling at Erken using UAV pro-
file measurements of the temperature, relative humidity and carbon dioxide on October 17th,
2019. The UAV measurements were performed in order to try to find an internal boundary layer
and then evaluate the CO2 emissions from the lake by using the mixed layer budget method,
but due to technical difficulties with the UAV this method could not be used. Reference data
for the measurements were obtained from local observations at Erken and through WRF model
simulations for the same time period. A sensitivity analysis for different WRF model setups
were simulated for early May 2018, when a warm air advection from central Europe caused
rapidly increasing temperatures across southern Sweden, in order to investigate a possible sea
breeze circulation at Erken and suitable schemes for the IBL study. The sensitivity analysis
concluded that none of the tested WRF setups captured the warm air advection, but the Run
4 WRF setup using Cumulus parameterization, Kessler microphysics, QNSE boundary layer
and CLM 4.5 lake physics scheme produced the best results, in relation to the observations,
of the simulations tested. The CLM 4.5 lake physics scheme enabled individual lake temper-
atures, as opposed to the lake temperature corresponding to the sea surface temperature, and
was thus of paramount importance for the modelling of Erken. Run 4 successfully simulated a
sea breeze circulation on the eastern side of Erken during the day of May 1st, despite predating
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the observed warm air advection.
A presence of an IBL above Erken on the afternoon of October 17th could not be determined

as no temperature inversion was found up to the 120 m measured with the UAV, and the sim-
ulated temperature profile contained no temperature inversion below the boundary layer top at
around 830 m. The simulations severely underestimated the temperature, humidity and cloud
cover in relation to the measurements and observations, with an offset of around 3–4 ◦C and
40 % for T and RH respectively. The overcast skies were better captured by Run 4 than Run
8, despite Run 4 using the Kessler microphysics scheme that contains no ice, and should there-
fore have a slower accretion speed than Run 8 using the New Thompson microphysics scheme
with cloud ice. The additional ice in the Run 8 simulation may have caused the clouds to dis-
solve and hence the model produced less clouds than for Run 4, but additional studies, of e.g.
the cloud composition and evolution, are needed in order to draw any meaningful conclusions
regarding this.

Clearly, further measurements are required in order to evaluate future prospects of the UAV
as a research tool and to assess the CO2 emissions from Erken using the mixed layer budget
method. In addition, more WRF setups have to be tested to achieve satisfactory simulation
results that corresponds well to measurements and observations.
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